LIST OF 2000+ USES

The uses of WD-40 described on this website were provided by WD-40 Company by end-users of the product, and do not constitute recommendations or suggestions for use of WD-40 by WD-40 Company. These uses have not been tested by WD-40 Company. Consumers should exercise common sense whenever using WD-40. Always follow the instructions and take heed of any warnings printed on the WD-40 packaging.

HOME/GARDEN

• Use to loosen rusty nuts and screws, clean garden tools
• Cleans piano keys
• Keeps wicker chairs from squeaking
• Lubricates small rolling toys
• Keeps garden tools rust-free
• Cleans patio door glide strip
• Prevents rust on swamp cooler nuts
• Removes tea stains from countertops
• Removes crayon from wallpaper
• Lubricates gate locks
• Removes crayon from carpet
• Removes crayon from compressed wood furniture
• Locates rusty parts on lawn mower
• Lubricates sticky drawers
• Removes tape marks from the wall where posters hung
• Shines leaves of artificial houseplants
• Keeps snow from sticking to shovel
• Removes coffee stains on floor tiles
• Keeps hair from coming out of shower drain
• Lubricates moving parts on playground equipment
• Removes crayon from plastic
• Removes decals from bathtubs
• Removes old cellophane tape
• Removes crayon from shoes
• Cleans ashtrays
• Removes crayon from toys
• Cleans and protects underside of cast iron skillets
• Removes ink from carpet
• Keeps garden plant cages bright and rust free
• Cleans lawn mower blades
• Cleans and protects antique kitchen tools
• Prevents mildew growth on fountain
• Removes marks from floors left by chair feet
• Removes crayon from chalk boards
• Eliminates static on volume and tuning control knobs
• Cleans candle soot
• Remoes ink from blue jeans
• Cleans residue on luggage handles
• Cleans old rubber rings
• Cleans and protects pruning shears
• Cleans gold-plated faucets
• Removes petroleum stains from clothing
• Keeps sewing needles from rusting
• Removes kool-aid stains from carpet and fabric
• Removes gum from plastic dish-drainer
• Lubricates kitchen sink handheld spray nozzle
• Removes rust from curtain rods
• Removes adhesive from precious china
• Cleans bottom of pots and pans
• Helps prevent rust on hide-a-way containers
• Cleans vinyl garage doors
• Cleans doggie doo from tennis shoes
• Removes gum when replacing old faucets
• Cleans and protects medicine door latches
• Protects wrought iron from rust
• Removes tomato stains from clothes
• Prevents rust from forming on washing machines
• Keeps metal parts rust-free
• Removes blue baked-on acrylic cover shields from acrylic windows
• Preventative maintenance on cooking burner
• Removes coffee stains from leather
• Protects electric pump on furnace
• Removes ink stains from leather
• Prevents corrosion on copper parts of fountain
• Lubricates folding parts of ironing board
• Removes rust from chair feet
• Cleans and polishes gold and brass lamps
• Removes adhesive price tag from shoe bottoms
• Keeps trigger on glue gun from sticking
• Cleans bed frame
• Protects shower heads from rust
• Protects silver from blackening
• Lubricates external pivots on lawn mowers
• Keeps blades from rusting on garden plow
• Cleans black streaks from hardwood floors
• Protects inner machinery in toilet against corrosion
• Removes paint from tile flooring
• Protects hand towels from corrosion
• Cleans and protects pitchforks
• Lubricates screen channels upon installation of rubber bead
• Removes rust stains from bathroom tubs
• Cleans metal fixtures
• Shines shower doors
• Protects patio door from sun damage
• Cleans mildew from refrigerator gasket
• Helps clean rust from wire shelves
• Cleans newspaper ink from tables
• Removes rust stains from fever after mopping
• Cleans and protects tv antenna
• Removes gum from wallpaper
• Penetrates and frees stuck toilet shut-off valve
• Spray on rotter blade to prevent rust during off-season
• Cleans melted velvet belt from carpeting
• Removes crayon from television screen
• Lubricates zippers on lawn mower grass catcher bags
• Cleans hair from chainsaw
• Prevents rust on metal patio chairs
• Removes crayon marks from glass
• Camouflages scratches in cultured marble
• Removes berry stains from patio furniture
• Removes gum stuck to concrete
• Cleans heavy dirt from shoes
• Cleans rust from metal exterior of speakers
• Coat outside pipes during winter to help prevent freezing damage or pipe bursts
• Removes glue deposits from linoleum
• Lubricates hinges on antique smoking stand
• Removes residue from linoleum
• Cleans gunk built up on door knobs
• Removes stickers from credit cards
• Matches smoke stains
• Removes lipstick from carpet
• Lubricates metal latches on chain link fences
• Removes melted scotch tape from dining room table
• Removes stains from coffee cups
• Removes crayon from screen doors
• Removes crayon from plastic tables
• Removes oil stains from nylon
• Spray on hula hoop sleeves to clean & prevent corrosion
• Lubricates air holes before inserting hand air pump nozzle onto tires
• Keeps lawn mower wheels turning smoothly
• Keeps plant supports from rusting
• Leaves gunk from linoleum floor
• Removes strawberry stains from countertops
• Removes tar from shovels
• Keeps plant hangers from rusting
• Removes mascara from floor floors
• Erases marks caused by chair backs on running boards of wall
• Spray on silverware during unused periods to prevent tarnishing
• Keeps vacuum cleaner dials
• Prevents rust from forming on blender blades during storage
• Removes labels from medicine bottles
• Removes wax from shoes
• Cleans chair wheels
• Cleans window sills
• Protects snowshoes from the effects of salt
• Cleans and protects washer lid
• Prevents corrosion on outdoor light fixtures
• Removes felt pen marks from floor
• Loosens valve stems on lawn mower tires
• Removes gum from aluminum siding
• Removes wax from vinyl surfaces
• Lubricates mixer gears
• Removes roller blade marks from kitchen floor
• Adds moisture to and preserves ivory and bone items
• Keeps lawn mower carburetors free of gum
• Removes velcro stickers
• Polishes away scratches on countertops
• Lubricates vacuum cleaner roller brush
• Cleans gunk from base of toilet bowl
• Lubricates runners on porch glide
• Cleans roofing tar off circular saw blades
• Protects exposed metal parts on snow blowers
• Removes sticker residue from clothes
• Removes gum from fingerprints
• Keeps clay from sticking to shovels
• Prevents rust from rusting
• Removes laundry detergent stain from washer
• Polishes splash guards
• Cleans crayon off of rock walls
• Lubricates ball valve handle on sprinkler system
• Lubricates return springs on riding lawnmowers
• Keeps kitty-doo from sticking to electric cat-box rakes
• Removes dried toothpaste stains
• Removes silly putty from furniture
• Cleans lime stains from toilet bowls
• Spray on bottom 6 inches of wooden patio table to prevent mildew build up
• Removes glue from refrigerator
• Helps clean showers
• Cleans build up on hedge trimmers
• Lubricates gardening shears
• Keeps dog hair from sliding door rollers
• Removes marks—lost link from most items
• Removes rust from cookie tins
• Keeps flower pots from sticking together when stacked in storage
• Removes gum from dry lint screen
• Cleans tar from rubber water hoses
• Removes soufflé marks from lawn furniture
• Removes rust stains from tile floors
• Lubricates lever on razor scraper
• Removes lipstick from fabric
• Cleans and lubricates the rubber surrounds on stereo sub woofers
• Spray down drain throat to remove scum
• Removes crayon from place mats
• Removes stubborn body oils and shampoo residue from bath mats
• Spray around bottom of garbage cans to prevent animals from getting in
• Removes oxidation from aluminum window frames
• Polishes and protects brass candlesticks
• Cleans music racks
• Cleans peanut butter from shoe stretchers
• Cleans and protects blades of pruning shears
• Cleans wood planter bed
• Cleans scum from rubber gloves
• Polishes silver jewelry
• Lubricates freezer doors
• Removes grape juice stains
• Cleans marks on shelves made by coat hangers
• Shines aluminum sinks
• Shines wheelbarrow tires
• Cleans lock nuts around gate latches
• Camouflages scratches in linoleum
• Camouflages scratches in ceramic tile
• Keeps clay from sticking to hoes
• Keeps clay from sticking to raikes
• Prevents rust form forming on blender blades during storage
• Spray on trash can lids to keep messes from sticking
• Protects outside of cast iron brake drums on riding lawnmower
• Removes grime from grout on bathroom floor
• Cleans dust from artificial flowers
• Removes starch residue from sole plate on iron
• Clears vacuum cleaner dial
• Removes fingerprints from bay windows
• Cleans sole plate on iron
• Helps remove food water marks from cedar paneling
• Shines mother-of-pearl accessories
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- Cleans of burner parts
- Removes marking pen from glass objects
- Cleans outdoor electrical relay contacts
- Lubricates moving parts of vacuum motor
- Shines old mechanism on riding lawn mower
- Helps remove caked-on dirt and grime from furniture rails
- Removes calcium deposits from dehumidifier
- Removes nail polish from hardwood floors
- Helps remove build-up mineral deposits from freezer grid
- Removes caked-on food from bottom of cookie sheets
- Removes splattered grease on stove
- Cleans silver serving trays
- Cleans woks — after cleaning
- Cleans blackened skillets — after cleaning
- Helps keep wooden handles on garden tools from splintering
- Helps remove scum from bathroom cleaning materials
- Helps remove calcium deposits from bathtub drains
- Protects grommets from mildew in outdoor shower
- Removes hardened wax from fiberglass showers
- Helps remove shoe polish stains from socks
- Keeps ax blade from rusting
- Spray on bathroom mirror to keep it from fogging
- Lubricates shower door rollers
- Penetrates frozen mail box doors
- Prevents rust on patio furniture screws
- Lubricates locks on dog kennels
- Drives moisture from door sill plate
- Prevents rust on shut-off valve of main water source
- Lubricates springs on garage can foot pedal
- Displaces moisture from submerged cellular phones
- Helps remove road salt from car locks
- Drives moisture from outdoor latches
- Drives moisture from moving parts of electric jewelry boxes after washing
- Drives moisture from home wiring
- Drives moisture from moving garden tools to help prevent corrosion
- Drives moisture from electrical contacts on weed eater
- Drives moisture from wheel bearings in shower door wheels
- Lubricates heat register vent levers
- Apply on medicine cabinet closure to prevent sticking
- Lubricates spray arm in dishwasher
- Lubricates sliding tracks on French doors
- Lubricates needles on knitting machine
- Unsticks painted radiator valves
- Lubricates can openers
- Lubricates patio door hydraulic self closing hinge
- Cleans clogged inkjet nozzle
- Keeps garbage disposal from rusting
- Keeps gas shut-off valve from getting stuck
- Lubricates garden hose trigger nozzle
- Spray on glass objects that are stuck together to separate without breaking
- Unsticks chair on chain securing propane tank to barbecue grill
- Lubricates antique cuckoo clock pendulum
- Lubricates plastic chains on dog kennels
- Penetrates rusted screwdriver heads
- Spray on vacuum handle for easy assembly and disassembly
- Lubricates metal fasteners on corssets
- Lubricates French door lock
- Eases disassembly of hammock supports
- Lubricates hinges on metal filing boxes
- Lubricates rubber insulation around storm doors
- Penetrates stuck doorknobs for smooth operation
- Lubricates toilet handle linkage
- Lubricates luggage zippers
- Lubricates flag on mailboxes
- Removes rust from vacuum cleaners
- Lubricates microwave oven door
- Lubricates connectors on antique stove for easy assembly
- Lubricates wheels of homemade monorail systems
- Cleans food stuck in and around refrigerator
- Penetrates and loosens locking lever on windows
- Spray on shower doors to keep them from rusting
- Lubricates vacuum cleaner wheel joints and beater bar joints
- Lubricates hide-a-bed retracting mechanisms
- Spray on lawn mower pull cord when stuck
- Frees stuck intercom buttons on apartment security systems
- Frees rusted hinges on fire alarm box
- Frees rusted sliding glass doors
- Keeps hinges on sliding glass doors
- Lubricates kitchen drawer sliding tracks
- Lubricates runners on recliners
- Lubricates covering air vent on covering dryers
- Lubricates antique waffle iron
- Lubricates gears on ice maker
- Lubricates folding metal stool
- Lubricates kitchen sink
gates
- Lubricates electric mixer beaters and beater receptors
- Unfreezes patio door locks
- Penetrates and loosens sticky knobs on adjustable chairs
- Cleans and protects weed wacker blades
- Lubricates ball nuts on toilet
- Lubricates wheels on dishwasher rack
- Lubricates drive pulley of lawn mower blades
- Lubricates oven door hinges
- Helps to open lock boxes on home that have swollen from the heat
- Lubricates gears on grill height adjuster on Barbecues
- Removes trip lock screens that are stuck
- Loosens stuck light switches
- Keeps curling iron from sticking to plastic crafts
- Removes tile adhesive from new no-wax floor
- Frees stuck buttons on electric stove
- Frees stuck beater-release switch on mixers
- Frees frozen parts on electric coffee grinder
- Removes hardened wax from fiberglass tubs
- Eases separation of bunk beds
- Removes rust from rollers on storage shed door
- Helps to remove rusty nails from lawn furniture
- Loosens screws on toilet seats
- Loosens rusted wheels on lawn spreader
- Lubricates toilet bowl and seat
- Lubricates arms on window awnings
- Removes mineral and rust buildup on water faucets
- Removes rust from potassium stoves
- Keeps branch-cutting tools rust-free
- Removes rusted screws on outdoor barbecue
- Lubricates swivel rocker legs
- Frees locking nut on lawn mower blade
- Lubricates rototiller axle
- Helps reclaim rusted plumbing snake
- Lubricates table leaves
- Removes makeup from carpet
- Lubricates pulley on pump pump
- Penetrates and loosens stuck screws on bathtub knobs
- Lubricates recoil starter on snow blower
- Loosens stuck bolts on mail boxs
- Spray handles of garage can to prevent rust and corrosion
- Lubricates propane tank hinges
- Loosens stubborn curtain rod
- Loosens rusted joints on tree loppers
- Lubricates knobs on propane barbecues
- Removes rust from and protects antique iron bars
- Loosens rusted parts of antique farm dinner bell
- Stop squeaks on patio doors
- Helps dismantle chandeliers
- Lubricates noise dampening bearing on outdoor paddle fan
- Frees stuck Lego blocks
- Helps loosen rusted parts on garden pinwheels
- Helps loosen rusted toilet seat bolts
- Lubricates metal joints on bed frames
- Lubricates mouse trap machinery
- Makes dead bolt locks work better
- Lubricates fans
- Lubricates casters on antique desks
- Removes squeaks from humidifier unit attached to furnace
- Keeps garbage disposal from seizing after periods of idleness
- Lubricates baby swings
- Lubricates handle
- Lubricates luggage locks
- Stops squeaks on baby cribs
- Frees old drawer-type broiler when stuck
- Lubricates ball bearings in chairs
- Spray top of bird feeder to make squirrels slide off
- Shines mailboxes
- Lubricates gears on old phonographs
- Loose on hard to open twist tops
- Lubricates shoe buckles
- Lubricates doggie doors
- Lubricates roof ventilation turbines
- Lubricates hamster play wheel
- Keeps keys from rusting
- Prevents rust and discoloration on lids of jars of canned fruits and vegetables
- Lubricates crib wheels
- Lubricates bird house hinges
- Coat door knobs prior to painting to keep paint from sticking
- Lubricates runners of screens
- Stop squeaks in metal rocking chair
- Keeps refrigerator door gasket from sticking
- Lubricates wheels on kitchen cabinet by sliding into drawers
- Unclogs shower heads
- Lubricates rototiller blades
- Stop squeaks on bathtub knobs
- Removes plastic cement from tools
- Stops squeaks on web gear (belt) during army maneuvers
- Lubricates wheels of rolling book bags
- Lubricates washer doors
- Spray on plant holders to stop squeaks during wind
- Lubricates hinge bearings on swing doors
- Lubricates swiveling vanity mirror
- Lubricate snap swivels on dog runs
- Lubricates piano lid hinges
- Cleans and protects grandfather clock cables
- Lubricates hinges on refrigerator door
- Lubricates crib rails to prevent sticking
- Stops squeaks on stoves doors
- Lubricates windsock swivels
- Stops squeaks on baby gate lock
- Removes dried garbage from trash compactor wheels
- Lubricates wheelchair wheels
- Lubricates storage drawer at bottom of stove
- Lubricates joints on stock panels
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- Eliminates squeak from locks
- Lubricates wheels on rolling dressers
- Lubricates moving joints of futon
- Lubricates slide-out attic ladders
- Lubricates wheels on rolling Ping-Pong tables
- Stops squeaks on full-length wheelchair mirrors
- Lubricates bearings on TV table wheels
- Lubricates storm door piano hinges
- Lubricates clothesline retractors
- Lubricates lawn cart axles
- Shines black rubber baseballs
- Lubricates garden windmills
- Losens latches on suitcase
- Lubricates squeaky weathervanes
- Lubricates curtain rods for better sliding
- Stops squeaks on rotating
- Lubricates cigarette case hinges
- Losens rusted bolts on outdoor TV antenna
- Lubricates swing machine handle
- Lubricates throttle cables on rotifiers
- Removes ink from vinyl
- Lubricates lawn fertilizer spreader gears
- Installs and stops squeaks on folding animal cages
- Lubricates swivelng picture hangers
- Lubricates drive belt pulley bearings on lawnmower
- Lubricates piano bench hinges
- Lubricates TV stand swivel mechanism
- Stops squeaks on Tonka trucks
- Lubricates straight pins for easier sewing of heavy fabric (denim)
- Lubricates rotating spice racks
- Lubricates handle on ice cream makers
- Lubricates speed control cable on power mower
- Losens tenon arm on windows
- Lubricates hose winder
- Lubricates gears on Rotisserie barbecue
- Lubricates spin wheel on vertical blinds
- Lubricates wind-driven attic turbo vents
- Keeps zippers on outdoor umbrella covers from sticking
- Stops squeaks on swinging address signs
- Drives moisture away from pushbuttons that can become oxidized
- Losens grime on toilet tank heat shield
- Lubricates side holder hinges
- Lubricates air nozzle of balloon pump
- Lubricates spinning wheels
- Lubricates adjuster button on canes
- Lubricates baby buggy wheels
- Lubricates blade-eliminator assemblies in food blenders
- Lubricates lawn mower throttle cables
- Lubricates rusted casters on rolling planters
- Lubricates sunshade joints
- Stops squeaks on noisy bathroom curtain hooks
- Helps keep swinging plant hooks from squeaking
- Stops squeaks on noisy temperature control knobs
- Spray sewing thread to prevent breakage
- Spray on trees to prevent beaters from chewing on them
- Eases removal of brass fittings in toilet tank
- Spray in cracks between sidewalk and cinderblock wall to prevent weeds from growing in them
- Coat wire tomato plant cages to keep insects away
- Spray around flower beds gently to keep cats out
- Spray bottoms of storage containers to prevent sticking to shelves
- Gets hair color dye stains out of towels
- Removes rubber cement
- Use all for a can for a nifty paperweight
- Spray old leather shoes and the leather will become soft and pliable
- Protects fertilizer distributors
- Removes crayon from sofas
- Removes melted plastic from toaster oven
- Pre-lubricates threads on wood screws
- Spray on videotapes to remove the label so you can re-label it
- Removes stickers from crystal
- Renews dried-up ink on adding machine ink rollers
- Spray on disposable razor blades to make them function longer
- Cleans marble windowills
- Spray bottoms of chain-link fences that surround gardens to keep rabbits and rodents out
- Removes cement from metal
- Spray on stepping stone molds before pouring to ease removal from mold
- Helps remove stubborn pieces of stuck floor papering under carpet
- Removes melted jelly beans from carpet
- Removes stubborn temporary tattoos
- Removes glue from paneling
- Cleans mastic off filer tiles
- Use full cans for bookends
- Removes streaks and marks from new slate while polishing
- Lubricates piano leg casters
- Removes gum from bed sheets
- Helps separate dual layer projection TV screen so that outer screen can be replaced without damaging the inner screen
- Helps hide scratches on glass dishes
- Helps remove ketchup stains from carpet
- Helps remove candle soot from glass containers
- Keeps garden ornaments in fountains and ponds rust-free
- Protects pool furniture for winter storage
- Preventive maintenance on Christmas decorations before storage
- Protects storm window gaskets
- Keeps Christmas tree stand from rusting
- Drives moisture from bird bath feeders
- Helps shovel wet sticky snow
- Lubricates mechanical Christmas reindeer
- Lubricates movable parts on Christmas presents
- Lubricates barbecue wheel casters
- Keeps snow from sticking to patio door
- Lubricates limbs of artificial Christmas trees
- Cleans stains from Christmas tree holders
- Cleans sand from patio door runners
- Helps remove stuck decorations at Christmas time
- Lubricates auger blades and discharge chute of snow blower
- Lubricates screws in Christmas tree holder
- Keeps snow from sticking to satellite dishes
- Cleans rust off Santa’s sleigh runners
- Removes artificial snow from windows after holiday season
- Removes graffiti from latex fences
- Lubricates window wiper mechanisms on window locks
- Lubricate raising mechanisms for Purple Martin (bird) Houses.
- Use the No-Mess Pen to get Christmas tree sap off ornaments.
- Unsticks gummed-up buttons on an air conditioner
- Cleans the exterior doors of wood pellet stoves
- Lubricates aluminum blind stoppers, to prevent blinds from sticking
- Revitalizes the color on faded vinyl Shutters
- Use the No-Mess Pen to un-stick telephone buttons
- Cleans and polishes brushed aluminum face plates on old stereo receivers
- The No-Mess Pen is the perfect size to lubricate/stop squeaks on small, kitchen cabinet door hinges
- Cleans and shines bathroom formica tiles and fixtures last
- Lubricates the exhaust fan over the stove, keeping it in excellent working order
- Use the No-Mess Pen to lubricate the area under the hook of a sewing machine
- Spray on sticky toilet paper rollers to make replacing a roll much easier
- Coat blender blades weekly to prevent corrosion
- Helps remove residue that remains after removing calcification (caused by mineral water) from ceramic pots
- Lubricates threads on (table) umbrella poles

**CAR/TRUCK**

- Lubricates manifold heat control valve
- Helps clean sidewalks on tires
- Removes tar from chassis
- Removes decals from windows and bumper
- Removes insects from front grill
- Cleans motorcycle chains
- Removes gum from rubber
- Removes adhesive tape without damaging factory paint
- Helps hone cylinder walls
- Protects corrosion-sensitive areas of car
- Prevents corrosion of spark plug cables
- Shines motorcycle finish
- Removes sludge from outside engine block
- Removes asphalt from trucks
- Cleans grime from engines
- Cleans and protects chrome on cars
- Helps remove brake dust from wheels
- Restores shine on classic cars
- Keeps hitch locks rust-free
- Cleans road oil from rocker panels
- Cleans and protects aluminum rims
- Shines car tires
- Cleans marks from rubber surfaces
- Cleans rusty bolts
- Keeps brake levers clean on motorcycles
- Removes grease (fingerprints from car interior
- Lubricates key holes
- Removes sily putty stuck on car seats
- Lubricates trunk latch
- Spray on snow chains to keep from rusting
- Removes roof mantics from tools
- Removes tree sap
- Keeps car battery terminals clean
- Cleans lock nuts around gate valves
- Unsticks car door during cold weather
- Lubricates car antennas
- Helps remove stubborn rust from tow ball
- Cleans and protects power antennas
- Cleans white wall tires
- Cleans buildup from wood trim
- Removes asphalt from tools
- Lubricates tire air knobs
- Removes glue from leather
- Lubricates valves on fire trucks
- Cleans pigeon droppings from cars
- Lubricates rusted fasteners
- Protects most vinyl surfaces
- Lubricates license plate bolts and screws
- Tones down shine of polyurethane
- Lubricates filter gaskets
- Keeps tire jack working smoothly
- Keeps reusable air filter elements
- Maintains dashboard
- Lubricates metal eraser from upholstery
- Cleans and protects rubber boots of drive axles on front-wheel drive vehicles
- Keeps rubber door weather gaskets soft and pliable
- Cleans PVC valves
- Keeps windshield wipers rust-free
- Coat truck bed before installing bed liner to make removal easier
- Removes rust from side view mirror
- Cleans grease from rubber hoses
- Shines and protects bed liner
- Cleans rubber from travel trailer siding
- Lubricates sunroof crank
- Cleans and protects rear view mirror blinds and sockets
- Lubricates child safety seat buckles
- Lubricates socket wrench
- Cleans battery chargers
- Lubricates door latch to gas cap
- Displaces moisture from spark plug wires
- Cleans and protects engine compartment
- Keeps glove box lock working smoothly
- Helps clean messes from crevices and holes in clunker van
- Cleans rust from car hood latch
- Removes tar and grease from upholstery
- Keeps trailer hitch receiver and insert locking new
- Keeps RV slides rust free
- Keeps rubber particles from sticking to drag race car quarterpanels
- Buff out scuff marks on bumpers
- Lubricates emergency brake cable
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• Quiets squeaky leaf springs
• Helps remove skid marks from cement
• Lubricates go-cart gears
• Gets gunk off steering wheel
• Removes road slather from license plate
• Removes cell phone antenna glue from glass
• Eases assembly of vinyl fencing
• Cleans gummy buildup from steering wheels
• Helps remove protective coverings from new cars
• Removes melted gum from dashboards
• Helps remove vinyl bed-liners
• Removes soot marks from cars caused by shopping carts
• Displaces moisture from car wiring
• Spray on suspension gaskets to resist deterioration
• Cleans salt-impregnated ice from the soles of my Doctor Marten’s boots
• Spray on a rag and wipe steering wheel and gearshift knobs to keep them grease-free and grip-able
• Lubricates rubber bushing
• Cleans gunk from electrical contacts
• Removes carbon residue from spark plugs
• Cleans bugs from rooftop cellular antenna
• Removes gunk from door mats
• Removes grime from cellular antenna to improve reception
• Cleans pin stripping tape from car
• Cleans ignition wires
• Frees rusted glove compartment door
• Removes gum from floor boards
• Lubricates linkages on emergency brake release
• Cleans gum from door sills
• Removes crayon from dashboard
• Cleans sand from door joints
• Cleans spare tire mount under pickup bed
• Removes gum stuck in door locks
• Use on swamp cooler to prevent burnout or seizing
• Spray tachometer cables to ensure accurate readings
• Lubricates knobs on air conditioners
• Cleans gunk off snow chains
• Removes melted rubber from exhaust pipes
• Lubricates well crank handle
• Removes crayon from vinyl surfaces
• Removes debris stuck on floor mats
• Prevents oxidation on battery connections
• Removes pine tar from truck bed covers
• Maintains interior
• Spray on a rag and wipe window handles to keep them grease-free and grip-able
• Removes leftover adhesive residue from tape that holds camper shells to vehicles
• Removes road film from brake cables
• Protects cast iron brake rotors when storing vehicle
• Prevents rust on outside of door panels
• Drives moisture out of trunk locks
• Fogs interior of vintage motorcycle mufflers during winter storage
• Keeps car locks from freezing during winter
• Helps protect rubber trunk molding
• Prevents spray nozzles for windshield washers from freezing
• Drives moisture from DC auto batteries
• Drives moisture from electrical wiring in cars
• Protects electrical connections in can-truck engines
• Drives moisture from front struts
• Drives moisture from convertible top hinges
• Lubricates seat belt buckles
• Lubricates ashtray for easy sliding
• Lubricates 4-wheel-drive hubs to ease locking procedure
• Prevents noise on car window tracks
• Frees up sticking carburetor linkage
• Loosens stack adjuster locks
• Prevents antenna from freezing during winter
• Removes dog slobber from dash and seats in vehicle
• Cleans dirt from door latches
• Spray brake button under brake pedal to loosen sticky brake lights
• Helps remove broken keys from locks
• Lubricates gears on hand-rolling car windows
• Keeps truck bed anchors rust free
• Lubricates convertible top zippers
• Lubricates automatic seat belt tracks
• Lubricates automatic check-valves in pop-up headlight
• Lubricates trailer support cranks
• Penetrates stuck brake bleeder valves
• Lubricates car ignition
• Removes grit from windshield wipers
• Lubricates hood release cable
• Lubricates choke linkage
• Keeps cable on spare tire rack from seizing
• Keeps and protects brake shoe mechanisms
• Lubricates speedometer cables
• Lubricates locks on vehicle bike racks
• Penetrates stock car hoods
• Cleans gunk from pistons
• Lubricates gas cap locks and levers
• Keeps air horn celluloid from sticking
• Lubricates swiveling chairs in minivans
• Frees sticky remote control mirror mechanism
• Lubricates air nozzle caps on tires
• Unsticks electric seats in vehicles
• Keeps pop-up auto lights operating smoothly
• Helps remove window tint
• Lubricates hydraulic lifts on truck bed cover
• Penetrates stock radiator handle
• Cleans dead insects from radiators
• Lubricates zippers on zip-up car windows
• Cleans cup holders
• Lubricates hand-operated window cranks
• Lubricates choke levers
• Keeps transmission linkages operating smoothly
• Frees stuck fuel door cable
• Cleans and protects seat belt buckles
• Helps remove wire rim wheels that are rusted to axle
• Lubricates rusted oil pan plug
• Helps free stuck battery cables from terminals
• Eases removal of pinion shafts on old pistons
• Restores vintage door locks
• Eases removal of stuck spark plugs from engine
• Penetrates stuck fog light nuts
• Spray battery bolts prior to installation for easy removal
• Loosens rusted oxygen sensor in car exhaust pipe
• Stops squeaks in car strut mounts
• Prevents rust on inside of door panels
• Prevents rust on side trim
• Keeps hand prints from truck bodies
• Stops squeaks on car doors
• Lubricates car door hinges
• Lubricates motorcycle chains
• Lubricates drive chain on motorcycles
• Lubricates throttle linkage
• Enables installation of rubber exhaust hangers on exhaust systems
• Lubricates auto hood latch
• Stops squeaks on tail gate hangers
• Stops belt noise on automobiles
• Removes squeak from brake pedal
• Lubricates sun visors
• Stops squeaks in alternator pulley
• Stops squeaking on windshield wipers
• Spray aging rubber grommets to eliminate squeaks
• Lubricates mounting bracket for alternator
• Stops squeaks caused by brake cable rubbing against chassis
• Lubricates oil pan plugs
• Removes wax from motor
• Spray on trailer hitch to prevent squeaks while towing
• Quiets squeaks on automatic sliding seat belts
• Stops squeaks on steering wheels
• Lubricates side line remote openers
• Spray inside radiator or fuel lines to slide them on easier during installation
• Protects rubber gasket around the sunroof
• Lubricates windshield wiper linkage
• Stops squeaks on clutch pedals
• Lubricates wire being pulled through a conduit
• Lubricates hydraulic tailgate links
• Lubricates automatic side view mirrors
• Eliminates squeak from fan belt
• Lubricates pneumatic door lifters on station wagons
• Lowers stuck butterfly valves
• Unfreeze car doors
• Keepsheim joints free on race cars
• Keeps winch cable lubricated and clean
• Lubricates stainless steel hood latches
• Lubricates convertible top gears
• Lubricates scooter lift
• Lubricates torsion bars
• Spray on rubber intake air ducts to ease installation of fuel injected engines
• Lubricates ball joints
• Lubricates rear shock absorbers
• Dissolves grease
• Drives moisture from foowed engine
• Spray on aluminum cylinder heads to prevent galling and cross threading
• Removes excess wax from rubber bumpers
• Keeps asphalt from sticking to dump truck bed
• Lubricates bearings in wheels on boat trailer
• Removes a BoConstrctor stuck in engine compartment of cars
• Removes paint rub from another vehicle
• Cleans and protects windshield wiper blades
• Helps to insert cables into cable looms
• Lubricates control arm bushings on front or rear suspensions of autos
• Lubricates rubber wiring grommets to ease installation into fenders/ fiewails
• When disassembling a race car engine for the off-season, spray the parts down and wrap in plastic wrap to keep well-oiled and prevent rust
• Lubricates the plastic connection of an automobile headlamp retaining nut
• Removes wax from flat black car paint to remove “cloudy” appearance
• Spray on windshield wipers in the early summer so the blades don’t crack and dry out
• Use the No-Mess Pen to lubricate hinges on windshield wipers without making a mess

ON THE JOB
• Cleans engraving machines
• Lubricates cargo straps on semi trucks
• Lubricates chain on scrubber machines
• Protects powder coated metal
• Protects swing chains from rusting
• Cleans PEXglas
• Cleans magazines for an AK-47
• Cleans window caulking
• Cleans and protects forklifts from rust
• Lubricates adjusting mechanisms on office chairs
• Lubricates elevator cables
• Cleans overhead projectors
• Lubricates lead snippers
• Lubricates wood screws for easier installation
• Shines vinyl on jukeboxes
• Cleans and lubricates automatic poultry feeders
• Coat dental instruments before putting in autoclave to prevent excessive oxidation
• Cleans gunk from pricing guns
• Lubricates sport washers
• Penetrates to help open stuck paint can lids
• Removes adhesives from sewing machines
• Reconditions brass tips on crop field sprayer nozzles
• Spray on metal stencils before painting to ease removal of dried paint
• Protects steel doctor blades on flexographic printing presses
• Protects metal water meters from rust and corrosion
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- Lubricates gears on paper shredder
- Prevents corrosion on helicopter blades
- Removes stickers from guitars
- Cleans dirty power cords
- Removes buildup from speedometer
- Cleans and lubricates commercial coin rollers/counters
- Prevents corrosion on connectors used to install TV antennas and satellite dishes
- Removes liquid nails from hands
- Cleans stainless steel ashtrays
- Prevents rust on chipper/shredder rollers
- Cleans rust on conveyors
- Cleans stickers off postal sorting equipment belt rollers
- Cleans hydraulic tips on quick connectors on tractors
- Lubricates pencil sharpener gears
- Cleans safe rollers
- Spray on hands before using heavy adhesives to prevent sticking
- Lubricate nails to ease disassembly of pallets
- Cleans bed pans
- Prevents rust on jewelry forging blocks
- Cleans hoof trimming chute
- Lubricates and protects moving parts of old printing presses
- Cleans lock cylinder pins and plugs when re-keying lock
- Cleans salt-impregnated ice from the soles of my work boots
- Coolant and polishing agent in a grinding operation
- Cleans cell phone battery connections
- Cleans ax blades
- Lubricates rearview mirrors
- Lubricates barn door locks
- Cleans tape and glue left from microphone stand and equipment
- Prevents corrosion on console panel switches
- Cleans and protects wire mesh black bay boxes
- Cleans and protects jet compressor blades
- Helps clean bilge areas
- Protects motors coupled to pumps to prevent faulty packing glands
- Cleans and protects on-board machine and hand tools
- Cleans and protects porthole dogs
- Cleans and protects radar gear
- Cleans and protects Automatic weapons
- Cleans and protects cables and connectors
- Cleans and protects tracks on tracked vehicles
- Cleans and protects blower fans
- Cleans and protects control panel boards
- Prevents corrosion on wing interior
- Protects helicopter M/R blades from rust
- Cleans Thermo King refrigeration units
- Cleans and protects forklift brake hardware
- Cleans welding dust
- Cleans Hemming dies
- Cleans sealing equipment in GM assembly plant
- Filters dust when sprayed on AC filter
- Cleans lock cylinder pins and plugs when re-keying lock
- Provides protective coating for Teflon heating strips
- Cleans milking machine pulsator
- Helps keeps paint on farm machinery shiny and free from cracks
- Cleans shop repair equipment
- Cleans and protects moving parts of old printing presses
- Helps clean oxidation from bronze valve grinders
- Keeps exposed nail heads from rusting
- Spray in a box of nails to keep them fresh and rust-free
- Spray on electrical panel boxes to drive out moisture
- Cleans hoof trimming chute
- Prevents rust on jewelry forging blocks
- Keeps tapering knives from rusting
- Removes rust from old keys
- Helps keeps circulation rules from rusting
- Lubricates hinge swivels on exhaust fans
- Protects drywall tools
- Lubricates tape measures
- Drives moisture out of shovels handles
- Cleans inside of orthopedic shoes for easy removal of cast/mold
- Spray chalk lines drawn on asphalt to keep them from washing away in the rain
- Prevents moisture damage on cable TV fd/q strength meters
- Drives moisture from seismic cable connectors
- Lubricates high-performance positive-displacement vacuum pump carpet used in cleaning
- Helps maintain waterproof seal in telephone splice cases
- Drives moisture out of electric generators
- Spray on main valve for pond pumps to check for a tight seal
- Drives moisture from bottom of leaky coffee pot
- Drives moisture from helicopter quadrants
- Drives moisture from radar gear
- Drives moisture from precision tools
- Drives moisture from heavy-duty drills
- Drives moisture from ignition coils
- Drives moisture from ignition distributors
- Drives moisture from spark plugs on tanks
- Displaces moisture from electrical conduits
- Waterproofs chimney cleaning tools
- Drives gunk from bearings seized by fertilizer
- Frees up stuck keys on organ
- Use as a tapping lubricant
- Cleans printer toner from unwanted places
- Lubricates swivels on 35-ton crane
- Lubricates vending machine locks
- Loosens screws in watch bands to enable link removal
- Removes rust from shower chair wheels
- Penetrates levers on office chair for easy adjustments
- Lubricates gears on smokers
- Frees stuck lock on lock boxes
- Helps remove rusted
- Lubricates Mayo stands for smooth up and down movement during surgery
- Lubricates nail guns
- Lubricates rivet gun mechanisms
- Lubricates bulk loading caulkung gun
- Lubricates rings on ring binders
- Lubricates rotor collets
- Lubricates large mixing bowls in commercial mixers
- Cleans gum from parking meter coin slot
- Frees up extendable paint roller poles that get clogged with paint
- Frees stuck conveyor belt rollers
- Lubricates overhead projector cart wheels
- Lubricates micrometers on precision tools
- Frees stuck tin snips
- Lubricates stuck screws on overhead projectors
- Lubricates sticky brakes on a Genie lift
- Lubricates meat slicer knife
- Lubricates curtain tracks in hospital rooms
- Keeps prison cell doors from squeaking
- Lubricates power actuated guns
- Lubricates computer cart wheels
- Lubricates paper cutter blades
- Lubricates airless paint guns
- Lubricates gymmies
- Loosens pulleys on cable-operated bulldozers
- Lubricates tomato slicer handle
- Lubricates swing leg rests on wheel chairs
- Lubricates dumpster wheels
- Lubricates closet door hinges
- Lubricates drive system of dollar bill changers
- Frees stuck escape slides located at bottom of entry doors on planes
- Stops squeak of calculator tape register
- Lubricates sliding battery covers for easy removal
- Lubricates gear trains on servo motors
- Lubricates tills on cash registers
- Lubricates tilt mechanism on swivel chair
- Lubricates arm of post-office letter sorter
- Lubricates squeakly fare box levers on city buses
- Lubricates boxcar doors on rail cars
- Lubricates draw heads on railroad boxcars
- Frees up mechanisms in ergo chairs
- Lubricates gas chromatography motors
- Lubricates date stampers
- Loosens tooling on tablet making machine
- Lubricates rear door of trailers
- Rehydrates paintbrush bristles
- Lubricates flagger in vent shield on gas meter
- Lubricates covers on rollers of x-ray film processing machine
- Lubricatesicky mechanisms on old typewriters
- Lubricates and protects electric stapler
- Lubricates jack gears
- Eases removal of solidified spittballs
- Helps remove reflector tape from life jackets
- Lubricates gears on light bars on police cars to keep lights spinning freely
- Removes duct tape residue from work boots
- Lubricates locking mechanisms on video drop slots
• Lubricates bearings of radar antenna on lobster boats
• Lubricates handle of heavy-duty ingredient mixers
• Lubricates locks on money boxes on gaming tables (21)
• Keeps knobs on heart monitor defibrillators clean
• Lubricates battery handles on laryngoscopes
• Lubricates lift arms on forklifts
• Lubricates gripper bar on printing presses to allow sheets to release properly
• Removes gunk from cooler doors
• Lubricates film cabinet hardware
• Loosens stuck buttons on calculators
• Frees stuck lugs nuts on semi trucks
• Loosens stuck motor shafts
• Removes deposit buildup on sand belts
• Lubricates C Clamps on stage lighting instruments
• Lubricates dolly wheels
• Loosens and penetrates rusted or stuck plumbing joints
• Lubricates antenna parts on tall broadcast towers
• Loosens stuck joints on rusted light trees
• Lubricates tractor shredders
• Lubricates gears on pool pump filter systems
• Loosens frozen inuffer pumps from pools in hospitals
• Lubricates brake levers on wheelchairs
• Frees up rusted circular bolt on hot water heating systems
• Lubricates ice chest locks
• Removes copper water line stains from bathroom fixtures
• Loosens rusty hinges on mail carts
• Lubricates toilet paper rolls
• Helps remove a chair base from a press fit hydraulic cylinder
• Loosens valve bolts on tiller units
• Helps remove keyed-shaft impellers from rusted and/or calcified stub shafts on electric motors used for swimming pool pumps
• Loosens rusted bolts on radio antenna clamps
• Penetrates stuck bolts on cultivator shovels
• Loosens stuck locks on parking meters
• Loosens up the crank on old hospital stretchers
• Loosens drive chains on hay balers
• Loosens rusted monkey bars on boat
• Loosens knobs on adjustable drafting table
• Lubricates kiln lid hinges
• Loosens interior plumbing device that controls bath drain plug
• Prevents rust on seam areas on wings
• Loosens rusted blower motor from blower wheel
• Prevents rust on outdoor air conditioners
• Prevents rust on guns used in the field
• Prevents rust on testing bars
• Prevents rust on portable electric equipment
• Prevents corrosion on field weapons
• Prevents rust on farm equipment
• Prevents rust on farm equipment
• Prevents rust on farm equipment
• Prevents rust on farm equipment
• Lubricates metal before running through a roll-former
• Lubricates spring-loaded office chairs
• Quets noisy turbine ventilators
• Keeps office chair wheels rolling smoothly
• Lubricates parts of mechanic rocking chairs
• Stops squeak on chair rollers
• Lubricates swing arm lamps
• Lubricates hydraulic barber chairs
• Lubricates pool pump motor belt
• Prevents rust on field equipment
• Lubricates bass drum and high hat pedals
• Lubricates hanging IV pole stand wheels
• Lubricates stuck vending machine knobs
• Use as cutting fluid when drilling copper
• Lubricates spinning magazine racks
• Cleans and lubricates the trigger of gas pumps
• Lubricates primared and the port plugs on perforating guns
• Removes square from dental chairs
• Relieves squeaks on crystallographic grease machine
• Stops squeaks on paper cutters
• Spray rubber gasket for easy installation of window glass
• Stops squeaks on metal library book carts
• Lubricates steering linkages on tractor
• Stop squeaks caused by new leather work boots
• Use on chair fittings to reduce noise
• Lubricates and cleans tension idlers on theater rigging system
• Lubricates fiber optic cable when routing through narrow ducts
• Loosens joints of costume
• Lubricates hospital sterilizer doors
• Stops the squeaky noise from x-ray film cartridges
• Dissolves butyl caulk
• Lubricates and penetrating device strung from the ceiling in Cardiac Catherization Lab
• Protects gun parts when being stored
• Protects plumbing “runner” ropes from being burned by molten lead
• Lubricates crank mechanism on pencil sharpeners
• Lubricates wheels of pallet jack
• Protects DJ components from rusting
• Lubricates barn door runners
• Lubricates rollers on copper tubing cutter
• Lubricates worm gears in chicken house on poultry farm
• Lubricates rotating coffee shop chairs
• Quiets squeaky speaker stands
• Drives moisture from telephone wire connections in network interface box
• Conditions synthetic rubber to make slicing easier
• Lubricates gears on meat grinder-sausage maker
• Cleans and protects bayonets
• Lubricates cash drawer locks
• Lubricates hinges on skunk racing box
• Lubricates bone joints of skeletons in laboratories
• Lubricates tractor throttle cables
• Spray pegs in peg board for easy adjustment
• Lubricates casters on Rubbermaid utility carts
• Lubricates chainlink mechanism in pizza ovens
• Lubricate hose barbs for easy insertion into new synthetic rubber hoses
• Lubricates axle on rotating shoe polisher
• Lubricates mouth of sawing spikes to make it easier to drive into landscape timbers
• Lubricate guide rollers on derrick derric
• Lubricates sliding rollers on diamond blade tile saw
• Spray on bed liners to keep rebar from sticking
• Lubricate O-rings when rebuilding oil pumps
• Lubricates electric pencil sharpeners
• Lubricates swivel on overhead monitor arms
• Spray stereo wires to keep them from sticking when running through auto roll-off
• Stops squeaks on antennas to police gun belt
• Lubricates casters on mobile pizza making table
• Lubricates legs on HETs (Heavy Equipment Transporter) for easy sliding
• Cleans and protects outdoor popcorn stand
• Lubricates latches on electrical cabinets
• Lubricates handsaw blades for cutting metal
• Lubricates onion ring breather machine
• Lubricates spool-valve handles on boat hydraulic systems
• Lubricates hose puncher
• Lubricates rollers on metal cash register drawers
• Stops squeak on tape dispenser
• Lubricates moveable parts of snow plow harnesses
• Lubricates rotorhead of helicopters to stop elastomeric dampers from squeaking
• Lubricates speed brake rams and linkage
• Lubricates
• Lubricates hinge bearings on ships
• Lubricates wheel housings on ships
• Lubricates control pulleys
• Lubricates turnbuckles
• Lubricates gyrocompasses
• Lubricates gun table rollers
• Lubricates track adjusting screws
• Lubricates tank ignition system
• Lubricates precision gun fittings
• Lubricates heavy-duty machine screws
• Lubricates galaxy latches
• Lubricates outflow valves
• Lubricates flexible hydro locks in seats
• Lubricates reline hydro locks in pilot seat tracks
• Lubricates hell hole micro switches
• Lubricates hell hole roller switches
• Eases assembly of intricate devices when light oil is needed
• Lubricates jet engines to ease overhaul and disassembly
• Stops squeaks on gears of hydraulic chairs
• Lubricates O-rings prior to assembly
• Lubricates fan in motor on window A/C
• Quiets squeaky roof ventilator hinges
• Lubricates lock cylinders during repair
• Lubricates lock shafts to check for bad bearings
• Lubricates during late turning operations
• Lubricates precision grinding saws
• Lubricates pneumatic cylinders
• Lubricates pneumatic clutch
• Lubricates pneumatic starters
• Lubricates head stops on litho presses
• Lubricates side guides on litho presses
• Lubricates pressure hose on gold dredge
• Lubricates pressure hose on silver dredge
• Lubricates roboax bearing
• Lubricates pin-setters in bowling alleys
• Eases removal of old ID stickers from computer cases
• Eases removal of concrete grout from test cubes used in construction
• Keeps tape from sticking to drywall tools
• Lubricates desk locks
• Serves as cutting oil
• Removes rust from stainless steel vault doors
• Keeps adhesive from building up on face cut dies
• Cleans plastic door protectors
• Hides scratches on metal elevator doors
• Spray copper wire before applying rubber insulation with glue to allow lines to slide easier
• Spray on sewer vent cover to keep it from freezing shut
• Keeps lock down plate clean on oil wells
• Lubricates aluminum extrusion when cutting for length
• Contractors use bottom of can to draw perfect circles while in the field
• Use cap for smaller circles
• Removes crayon from ceramic items
• Removes surgical tape from hospital bed rails
• Removes hydraulic fluid from Lear jets
• Removes glue from copper foil during stained glass production
• Helps hide scratches on plastic safety goggles
• Use as a parting agent between a surface and a sealant
• Lubricates automatic envelope making machine
• Cleans concrete from shovels
• Reconditions rollers in fax machines
• Removes ink from rollers in printing press
• Works well for dissolving thread lock compound
• Spray on seat covers when seating fits seats for easy application
• Removes evidence tape glue from evidence tape after evidence has been processed
• Cleans and shines the exterior of stainless steel frozen yogurt machines
• Helps detect cracks in welds
• Hides small scratches on woodwork
• Removes stiffness from dried out leather gloves
• Spray on paint before scraping to make paint come off easier
• Spray in rubber over-boots to make putting them on easier
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• Helps seal gaskets
• Increases life of high-speed dental hand pieces
• Helps provide dust-free surface when rooting
• Makes Tygon flexible tubing fit over glass tubing with approximately the same diameter
• Removes chewing gum from lunch trays
• Prevents rust on oyster knife
• Unsticks electric sheep shears
• Protects and lubricates floating boat docks after thawing
• Lubricates lift shaft of sump pumps
• Removes paint from dungarees
• Lubricates wheels of paper shredders, to prevent paper from jamming
• Helps remove heavy grease deposits from heavy-duty conveyor systems
• Use the No-Mess Pen - a small amount on the inside of an old stapler - so it glides easier to load staples

GARAGE/WORKSHOP
• Loosens locking mechanisms on ladders
• Cleans resin encrusted table saw blades
• Removes oil from hands
• Removes tar from hands
• Cleans jointer and planer blades before and after sharpening
• Protects tools from corrosion
• Protects bandsaw bearings
• Cleans spray paint nozzles
• Helps fix watches
• Prevents foliage from sticking to pruning shears
• Helps clean metal surfaces
• Shines steel
• Lubricates flat/high battery compartment to ease removal of stuck batteries
• Cleans rusty saws
• Removes pine pitch from table saw blades
• Prevents rust on clamps
• Keeps metal filing tools from filing with lead or zinc
• Spray inside candle holders prior to burning to make candles slide out easier
• Removes Kosmoline coatings from milling machines and other shop tools
• Protects rubber seals on lawn and garden sprayers
• Cleans gunk from safety glasses/goggles
• Softens and dissolves dried manure from work boots
• Spray on hole diggers to make dirt slide off easier
• Protects barrels and metal containers against rust and corrosion
• Drives out moisture from flashlights
• Spray on workbench to keep glue from sticking
• Lubricates and protects biscuit saw blades
• Spray on swing blade for smoothing cut
• Lubricates rollers on radial arm saw
• Lubricates slide for box cutter
• Cleans debris from vise-grip
• Cleans heavy lube from bull gears on Drag line
• Lubricates table saw casters
• Cleans bed of metal lathe
• Cleans reloading dies
• Lubricates piano hinges on tool box
• Lubricates fuse box hinges
• Cleans reflectors on fluorescent lights
• Lubricates vacuum cleaner wheels
• Lubricates garage door runners
• Lubricates chalk guns
• Drives debris from router bits
• Lubricates sliding power saw guides
• Keeps paint from sticking to paint brushes
• Lubricates and protects snowmobile suspension
• Cleans water stains from outboard motor
• Penetrates and frees stuck buttons on telephones
• Prevents breakage of contact pins and support when changing fluorescent light bulbs
• Removes carbon from burn marks from tile flooring
• Prevents rust on hand saws
• Lubricates miter saw blade

SPORTS/RECREATION
• Cleans transmission valve body paths
• Lubricates oil fans on furnaces
• Lubricates log splitters
• Use as pen polish on my lathe turned wooden pens
• Protects drive cable on welders
• Lubricates garage door rollers
• Lubricates pull starter on generator
• Lubricates locks on lawnmower control cables
• Stops squeaks on garage door casters
• Cleans sawdust from wood working tools
• Penetrates and loosens screws on furniture clamps
• Lubricates flyball governor mechanisms
• Coat drill press spindle for rust protection
• Lubricates casters on shop vacs
• Cleans and protects jaws on electric drill chuck
• Frees sticky snow blower throttle cable
• Lubricates copesaws
• Loosens height adjuster on lawnmower wheels
• Lubricates diamond cutting wheel on glass cutter
• Keeps rollers on wing slats from binding
• Penetrates and frees up stuck packaging films on water valves
• Lubricates valve handles
• Keeps horsehoes from rusting
• Loosens stuck trailer hitches
• Frees seized joints on satellite dish
• Cleans model T Jacks
• Loosens stuck gas cap on lawn mower
• Lubricates flashlight switches
• Prevents calcium buildup on sprinkler heads
• Lubricates mop bucket casters
• Loosens old nozzle from wet/dry vacuum cleaner
• Lubricates stuck bolts on diving boards
• Keeps gear shifters lubricated
• Lubricates rusted screws
• Keeps table saw arbor from gumming up and sticking
• Lubricates staple guns
• Lubricates table saw runners
• Loosens tight folding chair hinges
• Softens rubber O-ring
• Spray chisels for smooth cutting
• Lubricates worn gear in garage door opener
• Spray on rubber hose to make cutting easier
• Lubricates bassinet wheels
• Lubricates snow blower linkage
• Lubricates casters on power tool stands
• Prevents rust on tripods
• Lubricates joints of folding sawhorses
• Lubricates action on fluid lift gate pistons
• Wipe across heavy laminates to make cutting easier
• Lubricates vintage jukebox mechanisms
• Lubricates gears on RC cars
• Stops squeaks on and protects metal can crusher
• Loosens gummy residue from carbide tipped blades
• Cleans airbrushes after use
• Removes rust from files
• Cleans valves on compressors
• Separates lamination of plastics
• Removes gaff tape
• Lubricates armatures of vacuum cleaners
• Keeps rubber snow blower blades free of snow buildup
• Eases twisting of wire
• Winters lawnmower to prevent freezing and rust while in storage
• Spray on bottom of garage door to keep it from sticking to concrete during winter
• Protects chainsaw blades before storing

HELPFUL TIPS:
• Lubricates sliding window tracks on boats
• Lubricates rusted umbrellas
• Cleans and lubricates bells on antique sleighs
• Keeps snow from sticking to impeller
• Removes oxidation from boats
• Cleans and conditions rubber on table tennis paddles
• Keeps fishing reels rust-free
• Keeps model trains rust-free
• Keeps fishing lures corrosion free
• Cleans dice
• Protects bicycle chain
• Cleans bike chains
• Removes athletic tape from ankles
• Shines golf clubs
• Removes gunk from surface of guns
• Helps detail outboard motors
• Lubricates rollers on rowing machine
• Keeps boat engine parts rust free
• Lubricates wrenches on boats
• Protects metal baseball bat from rust
• Cleans bowling ball finger holes
• Cleans rec'd car off boat hulls
• Removes river sludge from boat hull
• Lubricates and protects unicycle seat post
• Lubricates golf bag zipper
• Lubricates pump-action guns
• Prevents rust on golf spikes
• Displaces moisture from guns after cleaning
• Anti-rust agent and lubricant for gun magazines
• Eases application of rubber raceball rubber grips
• Cleans volleyballs
• Lubricates squeaky boat mast
• Penetrates and cleans stiff buckles on horse equipment
• Lubricates dart guns
• Protects bike frame from salt water corrosion
• Drives out hard to remove debris from rock samples
• Cleans exposed vinyl on boats
• Cleans golf club shafts
• Prevents rust from forming on metal picnic cups
• Prevents corrosion on my sailboat pulleys
• Cleans and protects trailer hitch locking mechanism
• Keeps rust from forming on hockey skate blades
• Cleans golf club faces
• Clears boats
• Use to lubricate hockey goals and keep them from rusting
• Cleans rust off spoons
• Removes camouflage tape from guns
• Lubricates steel zippers on camping equipment storage bags
• Closes and protects console gauges on boats
• Helps disassemble stuck parts of swing set
• Cleans dirt from stabilizer jacks on camping trailer
• Prevents corrosion on boat trailer axle
• Removes deep stains from barbecues
• Protects golf clubs against rust and corrosion
• Removes tire marks from fiberglass body of go-carts
• Cleans exterior of drums
• Spray cleats before playing in rainy weather to keep mud from sticking
• Prevents fishing lines from rusting
• Unfreezes frozen snowshoe zippers
• Cleans golf balls
• Keeps seat staples from rusting on personal watercraft
• Keeps boat shifter cables loose and free from rust
• Polishes and protects boat rails
• Cleans and lubricates electric horse clippers
• Shines and protects blades on hydrofoils
• Protects baseball gloves during off-season
• Helps remove golf club grip tape during regripping process
• Removes glue and adhesive backing from stripes and graphics on sides of boat
• Polishes fishing lures
• Removes depilatory wax from floors
• Keeps ice skate blades from rusting
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- Cleans and protects miniature golf gear
- Softens and cleans netting on lacrosse sticks
- Lubricates bilge pump on boats
- Cleans knife blades
- Removes dead insects from golf carts
- Cleans dead insects from windshield wipers
- Rejuvenates soft plastic fishing lures
- Removes tape from aluminum bats
- Prevents rust on pool cover studs
- Removes wax from nonskid surfaces on boats
- Removes bike skid marks from driveway
- Protects HAM radio antennas from moisture
- Cleans tree sap from boat windshield
- Lubricates window hinges on horse trailer
- Lubricates axles of golf cart
- Removes tape from hockey stick
- Cleans bottom of coin on metal detector
- Cleans and lubricates caulk holes in horse screw caulks
- Protects bayou nets from rust while stored in sheaths
- Refurbishes antique fishing lures
- Cleans gunk from hiking boot treads
- Prevents rust on bowling ball
- Cleans gunk from rollerblade bearings
- Removes fish slime from tackle
- Removes scuff marks from slides and climbers
- Cleans and lubricates remote control model helicopter
- Cleans lake sedge from fiberglass
- Cleans and protects boat buckles
- Removes pine tar from baseball bat
- Removes grass stains from softballs
- Protectors trucks on skateboards
- Cleans and polishes cooking kettles
- Spray on anchor chain to keep from rusting
- Cleans pool cue sticks
- Removes ball marks from aluminum baseball bats
- Cleans gum out of skateboard axles
- Cleans runners on slot cars
- Cleans grime from boat mats
- Protects metal fencing blades
- Removes sports tape from uniforms
- Cleans slate sheaves on sailboat
- Cleans swing arms on dirt bikes
- Removes gum from tents
- Shines bike tires
- Removes scuff marks from rubber edges of tennis shoes
- Lubricates snowboard bindings
- Cleans and protects boating blocks
- Cleans and protects porphole dogs
- Prevents corrosion on radar gear
- Cleans and protects boat hardware
- Protects jet ski engine compartment from corrosion
- Cleans and protects adjusting screws on bicycle seats
- Cleans chrome bicycle frame
- Degreases bicycle chains
- Degreases bicycle frame
- Cleans tin-plated parts on model trains
- Removes powder residue and metal fouling from gun barrels
- Protects bore and exterior of gun barrel from corrosion
- Prevents buildup of grease and dirt on portable stoves
- Cleans clogged propane nozzles
- Protects arrowheads from corrosion
- Prevents buildup of grease and dirt on portable lanterns
- Keeps brass slings from rusting
- Drives moisture and mud from duck guns
- Spray on bottom of wet running shoes to drive out moisture
- Helps remove light bulbs from digital scoreboard
- Lubricates bicycle U-locks
- Prevents rust on aluminum exterior components of personal watercrafts
- Drives moisture from buckles on scuba diving belt
- Drives moisture from fishing waders after use
- Protects fittings on boat moorings
- Lubricates leaf springs on boat trailers
- Removes moisture between handle & shaft of golf irons
- Spray golf shoe spike threads to prevent rust from forming in sockets
- Lubricates model airplane linkages
- Cleans and protects dune buggy rotor caps
- Drives moisture from wet bicycle chains
- Drives moisture from fishing tackle
- Coats rubber ties on boats to keep rubber from drying out
- Spray on golf gloves to stop them from drying up
- Protects kite line
- Lubricates joints of artist's easel
- Keeps top line guides from freezing on fishing rods when ice fishing
- Keeps moisture and corrosion from building up on the control cables of model airplanes
- Drives moisture from lifetackt turnbuckles
- Drives moisture from gyro compasses
- Drives moisture from bicycle gear shifting cables
- Drives moisture from bicycle chains after washing
- Drives moisture from bicycle bearings
- Drives moisture from tire air nozzles after washing
- Spray on arrow feathers to keep them water resistant
- Drives moisture from moving parts of compound bows
- Lubrications extensions of pool cleaning pole
- Lubricates weight machine pulleys
- Loosen stuck golf cart parts
- Frees locking pins on tiller
- Lubricates paddleboat axles
- Loosen lock on golf cart shed
- Keeps winch cables rust-free
- Cleans table tennis rackets
- Frees rusted locks on tackle boxes
- Lubricates retrievable legs on "standing" golf bags
- Lubricates auto cocker on paintball gun
- Spray on rudder to prevent corrosion and loosen stuck parts
- Removes algae from canoes
- Lubricates sports bag zippers
- Lubricates windsurfing gear
- Eases installment of rubber hand grips on home exercise equipment
- Helps lubricate chain strap snaps on football helmets
- Loosens football cleats for easier removal
- Removes rust from sled runners
- Keeps stationary bicycle pedals from squeaking
- Stops squeaks on elliptical machines
- Removes stickers from arrows
- Removes crud from antique guns
- Helps break in shoe portion on new roller skates
- Lubricates sweats on "fishing" lures
- Drives moisture from boat trailer lights
- Lubricates football table axles to make figures move better
- Lubricates tent pole twist locks
- Lubricates transmission buttons on old boats
- Unsticks stuck boat horn
- Lubricates "swivel knob" on "spinning" cycles at the gym
- Lubricates paintball gun barrel
- Lubricates target tumblers at shooting ranges
- Lubricates crank on boat lift
- Keeps tap shoes working smoothly
- Lubricates pip pins used to hold outriggers on boats in upright position
- Loosens lugnuts on boat trailers
- Loosens zippers on sleeping bag
- Lubricates metal parts of badminton net
- Keeps plastic fishing lures from sticking together
- Lubricates "the tuner" screw on stringed instruments
- Removes unwanted decals from bicycle frames
- Helps remove stuck freewheel
- Unfreezes pump handle on portable stove
- Loses screws on old bicycle bells
- Cleans and lubricates BB guns
- Lubricates isokinetic workout machines
- Loses rusted nuts on volleyball net
- Keeps barbells from rusting
- Helps remove rust from pins in weightlifting equipment
- Spray on pump action to shorten to prevent freezing during cold weather
- Keeps camping gear free of rust
- Loses hammer locks and chamber of starting pistol for track meets
- Eases installation and removal of tent stakes
- Loses frozen boat parts
- Quiets fastening mechanism on snowshoe crampons
- Frees rusted trailer hitch pins
- Lubricates rusty poker slats
- Lubricates rusted parts on snowmobile tie-down bars
- Protects helmet pinnacles
- Lubricates pedals of paddle boats
- Loses swivel on bicycle handlebars
- Prevents rust on bicycle spokes
- Prevents rust on bicycle brake threads
- Prevents rust on bicycle frame
- Prevents rust on bicycle brake cables
- Removes lead buildup on guns
- Cleans and protects metal fencing uniform parts
- Stops squeaks on weight bench
- Lubricates gears on exercise bikes
- Loses chainsaw triggers
- Helps break-in baseball mits
- Lubricates potato skids
- Lubricates gaskets on mountain bikes
- Lubricates joints on golf pull-carts
- Lubricates sail tracks
- Stops squeaks on swing sets
- Lubricates axles on miniature racing cars
- Keeps golf cart wheels rust-free
- Spray on fingers to make smoother finger-spinning for freestyle Frisbee players
- Spray on football game parts for easy assembly
- Lubricates tiller arm on sailboat
- Lubricates the steering controls on boats
- Helps break in softball mitts
- Protects ice-fishing auger from rust
- Loses car locks on boats
- Helps break in leather gun holsters
- Lubricates zippers on bowling bags
- Quiets squeaky boat seats
- Gives bowling balls "less grab" on the lanes
- Lubricates gun strap hardware
- Stops squeaks on backpacks
- Lubricates slings swivels on hunting rifles
- Protects shellfish takes from rust
- Removes squeaks from ski gliders
- Removes squeak from deer hunting stands
- Lubricates handheld clay pigeon launcher
- Spray joints of metal tent posts to stop creaking due to wind
- Lubricates the oar joints in racing shell
- Drives moisture out from heat ski spark plugs
- Lubricates fishing reel knobs
- Loses track shoe spikes
- Spray on baseball cleats to make sliding easier
- Lubricates compound hunting bow cam mechanisms
- Keeps boat tires non squeaky and lubricated
- Lubricates wheels on compound bow
- Allows for easy removal of arrows from targets
- Lubricates wheels on portable batting cages
- Lubricates leather gasket of Coleman stove
- Prevents corrosion on boat's battery terminals
- Stops squeaks on rollerblades
- Lubricates stationary bicycles
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- Lubricates snaps to make putting on boat top easier
- Keeps the throttle cable on my model airplane working smoothly
- Lubricates folding mechanism of golf pull-carts
- Lubricates bicycle shocks
- Stops squeaks on power air pump
- Lubricates runners on diving board to make fullcrom move
- Removes sap from boat frame
- Eases removal of bicycle training wheels
- Removes grass stains from sneakers
- Lubricates hinges on compartment lids in boats
- Spray on golf club heads before play to reduce drag caused from a lie in the rough
- Lubricates zippers on boat cushion covers
- Removes squeaks from shin guards
- Lubricates sections of telescoping golf ball retrievers
- Lubricates swivel on swing set
- Lubricates baseball pitching machine and prevents rust
- Shields attachment of spars to sail of kites
- Lubricates training wheels
- Cleans mechanical hoist gears
- Stops squeaks on training wheels
- Lubricates amplifier knobs
- Lubricates boat winches
- Drives moisture from a boat's moving screws
- Lubricates sailboat shackles
- Lubricates noisy dock posts on a windy night
- Lubricates bicycle brake pad hinges
- Lubricates mountain bike derailleur
- Lubricates rotating seat felts
- Lubricates inside of handgrips to ease installation
- Stops squeaks on bicycle seat colls
- Lubricates moving parts of CD antennas
- Lubricates folding tent pole joints
- Lubricates cams of compound bows
- Stops squeaks on ski boots
- Lubricates moving parts of cross country skis
- Stops squeaks on bicycle seat posts
- Lubricates folding parts of collapsing golf clubs
- Lubricates drain plug on boat
- Keeps prop shaft from seizing onto the prop on outboard hydroplanes
- Helps removes rust from golf clubs
- Rub into hands before touching lures or bait to disguise human scent
- Spray on sharpening stone to help sharpen speed skates
- Spray onto golf tees to penetrate hard ground areas
- Removes paint from lures
- Cleans and lubricates the main parachute release cables on a sport parachute assembly
- Spray on fishing line to keep line from becoming stiff
- Winterizes boat engine parts to prevent rust and corrosion
- Keeps lures from snagging on lilypad and laker grass
- Cleans lacquer off bronze hardware fittings
- Prevents rust from forming on ski bindings
- Lubricate arrow inserts for easy replacement
- Softens plastic hockey stick blades
- Spray on slip and slide to enable baseball sliding practice indoors
- Removes tar from beach and sand toys
- Lubricates seat drive for golf cart to stop shuddering on startup
- Cleans fox traps
- Lubricates raccoon traps
- Cleans tuner control on arm/mt boat radios to get rid of static when turning
- Removes stickers from surfboards
- Removes duct tape residue from monno-ski seat
- Protects and lubricates tailshaft on boat propellers
- Prevents rust when sprayed on bike scratches
- Softens stiff ice hockey skate boots
- Lubricates rowing machines
- Lubricates racquetball racket grips prior to installation
- Dissolves dirt in water pump of boats
- Removes barnacles from bottom of boats
- Stops ice from forming on horseshoes during riding
- Spray on a paint brush for an easy way to clean RC cars
- Removes rust from steering iron
- Removes paint from leather
- Lubricates and improves electrical contacts on model train tracks
- Removes rust from hair curler
- Removes rust from dog tags
- Coat collectible metal toys before storing to prevent tarnishing and corrosion
- Loosens tight propane tank handles
- Shines vinyl sneakers
- Shines bronze sculptures
- Clean spots off shoes
- Lubricates walkers for easier folding
- Protects archeological tools
- Protects combinations locks
- Cleans rusty jewelry
- Removes rust from steam irons
- Removes paint from leather
- Lubricates and improves electrical contacts on model train tracks
- Lubricates moving parts of rotating CD antennas
- Lubricates end pins on cellos
- Quiets squeaky piano pedals
- Lubricates school locker latches
- Keeps dog collars squeak-free
- Keeps dog collars squeak-free
- Cleans and protects cowboy boots
- cleans and protects hand cuffs
- Cleaning pens
- Lubricates vinyl records to prevent skipping
- Cleaning pens
- Stop oil from leaking out of car
- Lubricates school locker latches
- Keeps missile silo doors swinging freely
- Lubricates boot zippers
- Removes rust from bottom of shoes
- Removes gum from turtle shells
- Cleans and protects Katana swords
- Cleans and protects safe deposit boxes
- Removes rust from bottom of boats
- Lubricates baseball pitching machine and prevents rust
- Cleans and protects chrome on bass guitars
- Keeps dog collars squeak-free
- Rub into hands before touching lures or bait to disguise human scent
- Lubricates baseball pitching machine and prevents rust
- Cleans and protects antique beer cans from rust
- Prevents rust on rabbit cages
- Cleans and protects antique beer cans from rust
- Keeps dog collars squeak-free
- Keeps dog collars squeak-free
- Cleans and protects cowboy boots
- Keeps dog collars squeak-free
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- Lubricates baseball pitching machine and prevents rust
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- Unsticks keys on baritone horns
- Removes play-dough from hair
- Lubricates interchangeable numbers on gas station price placards
- Soak clarinet joints to loosen pins for easy disassembly
- Removes stickers from hummel figures
- Removes adhesive from the tails of show calves
- Removes snarls from horse hair & manes
- Polishes stems of antique lamps
- Loosens rusty security gate hinges
- Protects chains from getting rusty
- Drives moisture from antenna connectors
- Cleans antique guns
- Loosestuck pocket knife blades
- Cleans and protects CB radio antennas
- Removes tar from horseshoes
- Lubricates antique brass wheels
- Makes rusty piano strings pliable again
- Lubricates wheelchair axles
- Frees stuck purse latches
- Lubricates hinges on crabfish traps
- Loosens stuck keys on TV remote control
- Lubricates hinges of trick (folding) golf clubs
- Lubricates gumball machine mechanisms
- Spray on metal picture frame parts for easy assembly
- Lubricates wood shapers
- Stops squeaks on walking casts
- Spray on watch band to keep it from pulling out your arm hairs
- Lubricates soap box derby wheel bearings and sprockles
- Lubricates lift chairs on vehicles
- Cleans rusty doorknobs
- Lubricates piano hammer action in pianos
- Lubricates moving parts on Black Spider Ride in Coney Island and Amusement Park.
- Loosens strapping tape after a hurricane
- Shines seashells
- Quiets squeaks on baby strollers
- Lubricates rolling cat toys
- Lubricates moving parts of toys
- Stops squeaks on shopping cart wheels
- Lubricates guitar case latches
- Helps lubricate fretboard on guitars
- Lubricates rusty metal coil box springs
- Lubricates fluted joints and screws
- Lubricates emergency gear handle on Piper Aztec
- Reduces friction on cardboard box for mini-hockey game
- Lubricates hinges and wheels on toy wagon
- Lubricates ankle braces
- Lubricates rotors on French horns
- Lubricates leg brace hinges
- Lubricates grandadfather clocks
- Lubricates wheels on tuba case
- Protects rhinos (a digging tool for fighting forest fires) from rust
- Lubricates bi-fold door locks
- Stops crutches from squeaking
- Lubricates child safety seat latches on shopping carts
- Keeps electric cat litterbox from squeaking
- Lubricates sliding doors on passenger trains
- Lubricates volume control on hearing aids
- Lubricates foot pedals on wheelchairs
- Cleans and lubricates rotary cutters
- Lubricates wheels of Tonka trucks
- Prevents rust on aluminum bird feeder poles
- Lubricates tube valves
- Lubricates wheelchair gears
- Lubricates rooftop evaporative coolers
- Keeps flight controls for model aircraft in working order
- Keeps telescope swivel moving freely
- Lubricates hinges of birtdoors
cakes
- Frees stuck slides on brass instruments
- Lubricates and stops squeaks in handle of adjustable cane
- Softens stiff leather sandals
- Lubricates pellet guns
- Removes gum plastic stroller wheels
- Lubricates landing gear on model airplanes
- Lubricates and cleans prosthetic arms
- Lubricates metal joints on pool cues
- Removes scum from bottom of drinking glasses. Then wash with soap and water
- Lubricates tuning gears on guitars
- Lubricates flagpole pulleys
- Lubricates dog nail clippers
- Lubricates robot joints
- Loosens arm and leg joints on porcelain dolls
- Lubricates gears on earth-moving caterpillar tractor
- Lubricates shaft of slot machine coin receiver
- Lubricates stuck buttons on push-button calculators
- Prevents detail from sticking to cast material in resin-kit model production
- Gives a great shine to flat surfaces for stock photography
- Lubricates bed wheels for more speed while bed racing
- Removes paint from shoes
- Keeps paint from sticking to glass
- Removes duct tape
- Use in art projects – the way the chemicals and oils react with paint is unique
- Cleans and protects copper pots
- Keeps tackie from freezing during ice fishing
- Removes bees wax
- Loosens old LPs from turntable spindles
- Helps hone stones
- Use can to prop open windows
- Lubricates notebook binders
- Lubricates fingers stuck in hole
- Lubricates cornet valves
- Helps restore antique coffee grinder
- Cleans scuff marks from fiberglass areas on boats
- Removes adhesive from sunglasses
- Spray on cable and telephone lines to keep puppies from chewing them
- Lubricates wheelchair bearings
- Frees stuck hands from narrow bars (stairwells
- Lubricates valves on peak horns
- Keeps pendants from sticking to clasps on necklaces
- Spray electronic TV circuit boards to prevent oxidation before installation
- Creates pretty rainbow formations when applied to empty aquariums
- Removes gum from school bus seats
- Lubricates antique oil can levers
- Spray on bottom on cat pan for easy removal of plastic liner and chain link pan
- Removes foodwater marks on paneling
- Cleans gummed up soap trays
- Removes adhesive from bird’s wings
- Helps break-in high top shoes
- Removes adhesive from kayak
- Cleans and protects kettle drums
- Polishes and shines seashells
- Loosens stuck gum stuck to bottom of tables
- Removes peanut butter from dog hair
- Cleans ostrich eggs for craft use
- Lubricates fox traps
- Cleans raccoon traps
- Removes stubborn stuck-on leg wax
- Spray on glass bottles before drilling holes (to make lamps)
- Spray on poster board and let dry to provides interesting texture/ base for art
- Cleans vending machine motors
- Spray lightly over stagnant water to keep mosquito eggs from hatching
- Removes extension glue from hair
- Lubricates rubber wheels
- Helps remove stuck prosthetic leg
- Lubricates stethoscope
- Stops squeaks on sliding keyboard holder
- Keeps speaker connections from arching when applied to stereo amplifier
- Gives virtual rocks a clean
- Softens stiff leather dog collars
- Spray on balcony to keep pigeons away (they hate the smell)
- Removes corrosion on outdoor on/off switches
- Spray down the blade of snowplows; it helps make the snow “roll” right off
- CLEANS DVDs. after using WD-40, clean them with soap and water to keep them playing great
- Use the No-Mess Pen to removing finger prints and smudges from your Martial Arts Sword
- Lubricates the threads of coax/antenna connectors on amateur radio antennas
- Keep snake and reptile skins pliable in taxidermy
- Pre-treat laundry before washing to help remove roofing tar stains
- Lubricates wheels in power wheelchairs.
- Spray stainless steel tools (used to collectpack food) to prevent “pits” from rusting
- Removes dried contact cement from hair
- Prevents the hydraulic unit on a BO105 helicopter from malfunctioning; Apply WD-40 every morning during daily inspection.***
- Keep beard trimmers working well and quietly
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